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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0127075A2] 1. Furnace installation with a heatable furnace, in particular enamelling furnace, and a conveying equipement, which is
constructed as roller track, in particular endless, and on which goods carriers loaded with pieces of goods automatically or by hand are carried
through the furnace, wherein the individual rollers penetrate the side walls of the furnace and are outside the furnace connected with a drive and
provided with a bearing, characterized thereby, that the rollers (2) of the roller track at least in the hot zone (17) of the furnace (10) display at least
such a length within the clear furnace width that goods carriers (3) can be guided one past the other in opposite conveying direction (7, 8), that
an inlet track (5) and an outlet track (6) are provided each lying beside the other by the roller track in the hot zone of the furnace (10), that rolling
cylinders (21), the length of which corresponds to about the width of a goods carrier (3) and which each rest on respective two neighbouring rollers
(2) are provided several times in the region of the inlet track (5) or the outlet track (6) and that a transfer equipement (2) for the goods carriers (3)
loaded with the pieces of goods (4) is provided between the end of the inlet track (5) and the beginning of the outlet track (6) in the region of the
head end, constructed to be closed, of the furnace (10).
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